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ABSTRACT
A stereoscopic speckle imaging technique is developed for measuring three-dimensional
instantaneous profiles of asymmetric liquid drops on rough surfaces. The surface rough-
ness creates a speckle pattern that allows for the cross-correlation of images with and
without the drop present. The difference in the images captured using two stereoscopic
cameras are encoded as shift vectors caused by light refraction across the drop inter-
face. The drop profile is reconstructed using a simplex optimization procedure to find
the shape for which the calculated shift vectors best match the measured shift vectors.
An error analysis was performed and found contact angle error to be within -3.4° and
2° for one standard deviation. The stereoscopic approach is shown to better reconstruct
contact angles as compared to the single camera method while simultaneously increasing
the maximum measurable drop contact angle from 50° to 70°. This is due to the an-
gled stereoscopic cameras delaying the internal reflection of light refracting through the
water-air interface. Drop volume, height, and pinning force estimates generated using the
approach are analyzed and discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Drop Physics
When a sessile liquid drop rests on a level surface, surface tension and contact angle
hysteresis creates a pinning force that prevents the drop from sliding along the surface.
When acted upon by wind forcing or gravity, the drop shape changes to increase the
pinning force and resist the external forcing. Faced with increased velocities or steep
inclines, the pinning forces are eventually overcome and the drop depins and runs along
the surface. This phenomenon has been the subject of countless studies starting with
Laplace’s (1805) theory of capillarity and continuing through today.
Having the ability to predict when drops depin and run back along surfaces is useful in
many practical applications such as aircraft icing prediction, heat exchangers, fuel cells,
and other industrial processes. In aircraft icing, rime ice is formed when a liquid-phase
drop hits the surface of a wing and immediately freezes. In less extreme conditions,
drops run back a certain distance before freezing. This is called glaze icing and is much
harder to model than rime icing (Kraj and Bibeau, 2010). In industrial heat exchangers,
thermal efficiency can be improved by increasing the drop runback distance (Strizhak
et al., 2017). While predicting depinning can significantly improve the efficiency and
safety of industrial machines across a wide array of disciplines, determining characteristic
runback distances remains unreliable.
The contact angles between a drop and a surface are the key to drop stability. Drop
depinning is governed by the balance of forcing terms and pinning forces acting on a
drop. The surface pinning force a water droplet exerts on a surface is a function of the
1
surface tension and contact angle and is given by the integral
~F = γ
∮
cos θ(s) n̂(s) ds (1.1)
where γ is the surface tension, θ(s) is the contact angle between the drop and the surface,
n̂(s) is the unit normal vector to the contact line in the surface plane, and ds is the differ-
ential length element along the perimeter of the contact line. Equation 1.1 is correct for
three dimensions and yields
−→
F with units of force. The two dimensional (2D) equivalent
gives force per unit depth and is instructive to consider. Figure 1.1 shows the advancing
contact angle θa is the maximum contact angle on the advancing side of the drop and the
receding contact angle θr is the minimum contact angle on the receding side. Contact an-
gle hysteresis is defined as the difference between the two angles θa − θr. The difference
between the cosines of the two angles ∆ cos θ = cos θr − cos θa is more useful mea-
sure as the maximum pinning force per unit depth is ~Fmax = γ∆ cos θ (Macdougall and
Ockrent, 1942). Contact angle hysteresis is primarily caused by surface roughness, but
chemical heterogeneities, surface deformation, liquid adsorption and retention, molecular
rearrangement on wetting, and interdiffusion can be other factors (Eral et al., 2013).
Figure 1.1: 2D drop profile with advancing and receding contact angles. Reprinted with
permission from (Schmucker and White 2007)
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While the basic explanation of how surface tension pins drops to surfaces are well
known, the complexity of the phenomenon makes predictions of depinning conditions
very difficult. A key reason is that the three-dimensional (3D) shape of the drop is nec-
essary for modeling the pinning force but measurement of 3D drop interface shapes are
very limited. Most measurements reported in the literature are side-view images that can
only estimate the pinning force from the contact angle hysteresis.
This research aims to improve depinning predictions by providing a full 3D model of
the drop. Previous attempts to predict runback rely almost entirely on the contact angle
hysteresis and break down when faced with large advancing contact angles and surface
slopes. A full drop profile forgoes the 2D assumptions and provides the contact angle at
every point along the drop, instead of just two.
1.1.1 Drop Depinning Studies
Macdougall and Ockrent (1942) first identified the importance of contact angle hys-
teresis in determining the critical inclination angle for gravity-forced drop depinning.
They viewed drops from the side and measured contact angles at the highest and lowest
positions on the contact line. They claimed that these angles, θr and θa respectively, are
always the smallest and largest contact angles formed by the drop. Dussan and coworkers
(1983, 1985, 1987) sought to explain these results in a 3D analytical theory and paved
the way for future drop stability studies. Dussan V. and Chow (1983) developed a full
model for drop pinning forces using lubrication theory and concluded that contact angle
hysteresis was the single most important factor in determining drop forces. Dussan V. and
Chow (1983) and Dussan V. (1985) expanded their solution’s capability by eliminating
the lubrication theory constraint of small surface slopes, but still required small advanc-
ing contact angles and small hysteresis (less than 10°). Dussan (1987) studied the effects
of wind shear on drop stability, concluding that drop viscosity has no effect on critical
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depinning configuration. Simulations by Dimitrakopoulos and Higdon (1997) set out to
validate Dussan’s theories without such restrictive constraints. They concluded that the
model proposed by Dussan had a very narrow useful range, only finding agreement in
the limits ∆θ  θa  1. This was speculated to be a result of Dussan’s asymptotic
expansions, which break down under realistic conditions.
A variety of recent studies on the phenomenon are by Quéré et al. (1998), ElSherbini
and Jacobi (2006), Berejnov and Thorne (2007), and Chou et al. (2012). Quere et al.
developed and tested a depinning model for drops with small contact angle hysteresis in
the low-Bond-number limit over a wide range of advancing and receding contact angles.
Their work was limited to volumes less than 30 µL and diverges with larger drop sizes.
ElSherbini and Jacobi provided an analytical model to predict critical runback angles
based on modified equations from Dussan (1987), but follow similar assumptions and
require small contact angle hysteresis and symetric drop shapes. Berejnov and Thorne
show experimental results on evolution of contact line shape and contact angle hysteresis
as inclination angle changes. Chou et al. performed similar experiments to Berejnov and
Thorne and ran numerical simulations to validate them.
Amirfazli and coworkers authored several papers detailing experimental observations
of drop depinning. In one of these, Pierce et al. (2008) notes that two-dimensional con-
tact angle hysteresis is not sufficient for predicting drop stability. Further, they claim
that θa and θr are not the largest and smallest angles observed on a drop for all condi-
tions as previously thought. They note previous tilted plate experiments such as those
by Macdougall and Ockrent (1942) or Bikerman (1950) are not sufficient for predicting
drop runback, especially in high-hysteresis systems. This two-dimensional simplification
only roughly sketches the drop shape and in doing so only roughly predicts the pinning
forces (Milne and Amirfazli, 2009). The two-dimensional assumptions are that the drop
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is symmetric about the forcing direction and the integral for the forces is only sampled at
two locations, the advancing and receding contacts. A three-dimensional measurement of
the drop shape would not require any assumptions about the drop symmetry and would
provide a more accurate pinning force estimate.
1.2 Drop Shape Measurement Techniques
The methods used in drop depinning experiments have remained largely unchanged
for decades. The most common experimental setups involve observing drop parameters
from the top and side to produce depinning correlations. Almost seventy years ago Bik-
erman (1950) used a top-view camera to make correlations between the tilt angle of the
surface, volume of the drop, and drop shapes. He furthered the conclusions by Mac-
dougall and Ockrent (1942) through photographs and visual observations that an increase
in contact angle hysteresis increases a drop’s ability to resist motion along a surface. A
top-view and side-view camera observing a tilted plate became a staple for studying drop
behavior as the top-camera captures the changes in the drop spreading while the second
camera captures the contact angle hysteresis. The tilted plate is used to deform the drops
as the exact gravitational forcing term applied is easily calculated using the tilt angle.
Extrand and Kumagai (1995) used this setup with digital cameras and gathered data
on contact angles and drop shapes on titlable plates. Podgorski et al. (2001) used only a
top-view camera to qualitatively study the dynamics of the contact line as a drop begins
to run back. The experiments by Milne and Amirfazli (2009) also used a single side-view
camera to measure the contact angles and draw correlations between the hysteresis and
runback thresholds. Lacking more complete 3D data, these authors used an empirical
factor in his analysis.
Rio et al. (2005) used a laser line-scanning technique to measure the profiles of drops
sliding down an inclined glass plate. The technique allows for full reconstruction of
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moving drops, but has limited use cases. The drops must be in motion, the drops are
assumed to have a constant drop shape and velocity as they slide, and the surface must be
transparent and smooth. This does not allow for stability measurements of static drops or
on rough aluminum surfaces or with variable contact lines.
To address the need for a robust 3D measurement procedure for drops, Schmucker and
White (2007) created a technique to calculate the full drop profile under wind or gravity
forcing. The method provided the first instantaneous measurements of full 3D drop in-
terface profiles on non-transparent surfaces and works on stationary and moving drops of
various shapes. Schmucker and White (2007) took sets of surface speckle images, start-
ing with a speckled image of a dry aluminum surface as a grayscale control image. Then
drops were placed on the surface and additional grayscale images are acquired. A speckle
pattern in this context refers to the constructive and destructive interference caused by a
rough surface reflecting a coherent beam of light with spatially random but not tempo-
rally varying phase. This leads to a steady pattern of light and dark speckles in the image
plane. The randomness of the pattern assures sample areas of an image are unique with
respect to the whole image and that the pattern can be identified after refraction across an
interface as it is solely dependant on the local surface roughness. Schmucker and White
(2007) used images of surface speckle with and without a drop present, matching the
speckle patterns between the two images using mage correlation techniques.
Reconstructing drop interface shapes from the speckle images proceeds through sev-
eral steps. First, the contact line of the drop is identified. Each drop image is subtracted by
the control image and this makes every pixel outside the drop have a difference value of
zero. All of the interior pixels have non-zero differences and this makes contact line iden-
tification straightforward. Second, once the contact line is identified, the interior space of
the drop is mapped onto the unit disk. To do this, an elliptical grid is generated that maps
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each (x, z) point in physical space to an (r, θ) point on the unit disk. The elliptical grid
is used so that grid lines intersect the contact line at 90° to simplify later calculation of
the contact angle. An elliptic grid used by Schmucker and White (2007) would typically
include 20 radial lines and 40 circumferential lines.
Speckle shift vectors are measured at each of the intersections of radial and circum-
ferential lines. The shift vector field was measured using cross correlation between the
control and drop images. A square subregion of the drop image is taken about each grid
location and a correlation coefficient is calculated by convolving the selected subregion
with the control image. The difference between the grid location and the location on the
control image that yields the largest correlation coefficient is taken as the most likely shift
vector. For highly skewed subregions the calculated shift vectors may be incorrect, which
were removed via outlier detection. Outliers were found by the numerical value of the
correlation coefficient being too low or if the vector magnitudes and directions did not
match the trends from the surrounding grid locations.
Schmucker and White (2007) developed a relationship between the drop profile and
speckle shift vector measured by the camera lens. By tracing a ray of light reflecting
off of the surface, the difference in position as viewed by the camera lens between the
speckle pattern in the control image to the drop image is calculated. They then show that
the measured pixel shift vector, −→s (x, z), can be related to the drop height (y) and surface
slope (|∇y|) at each (x, z) pixel location as:





Using the shift vectors and the relation between shift vectors to local drop height
and slope found in Equation 1.2, an optimization procedure was run to best fit the drop
parameters to the measured shifts. The solution was constructed of a linear combination
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of Fourier-Bessel series and a spherical cap model. Schmucker et al. (2012) tested this
technique over a range of drops 50 to 300 µL and tilted plate angles 0° to 30°. For contact
angles between 35° and 45° the error between the reconstructed angle and the measured
angle stayed within +2° and -7° for 1 − σ of cases. Drops with a contact angle higher
than 50° saw a significant rise in contact angle estimation error with any angle over 60°
not able to be measured. Contact angles less than 30° also experienced an increase in
measurement error but less significantly than higher angles.
A drop under a forcing condition near depinning may form highly asymmetric profile
shapes with contact angles exceeding 50° and this prevents the technique as implemented
by Schmucker and White (2007) from being as useful as intended for drop depinning
experiments in which large contact angles are observed. The reconstructed drop vol-
umes were also measured to be only 70% to 90% of applied drop volume. The error
in measurements is primarily caused by the lack of data around the edges of the drops.
When imaging a liquid drop internal reflection increases close to the drop edge which can
prevent shift vectors from being measured (Garg and Nayar, 2006). If the drop surface
normal becomes greater than 55°, total internal reflection occurs and no data can be cap-
tured from that point to the edge of the drop. The loss of data near the drop edges creates
significant error at larger contact angle hysteresis as the drop asymmetry prevents the data
captured in the center of the drop from accurately predicting the edges.
1.2.1 Research Objective
This research aims to overcome the limitation of the single-camera setup developed
by Schmucker and White (2007) by using two stereoscopic cameras. These two cam-
eras will simultaneously capture the advancing and receding sides of the drop from two
different angles and delay the onset of internal reflection. This will allow for the inter-
face reconstruction method to gather data closer to the drop contact line and improve
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the reconstruction quality near the contact line. This will overcome the key limitation of
Schmucker’s method. To implement the stereoscopic measurements, new camera support
hardware will be fabricated and a new set of data processing routines will be created.
As part of the software modifications, an open-source digital image correlation program
NCorr (Blaber et al., 2015) will be used that samples more data points faster and with
better accuracy than previously. Stereoscopic drop images will be captured under vari-
ous forcing conditions and for different contact line shapes. Reconstructed 3D interface
shapes based on these images will be generated and compared to applied drop volumes,
side-view profile images, and the single-camera setup developed by Schmucker and White
(2007).
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2. WIND TUNNEL DESIGN AND OPERATION
The steroscopic speckle imaging system developed as part of this thesis will be used in
conjunction with a wind tunnel developed by Schmucker (2012) to study drop depinning
due to gravity and wind forcing. To provide the needed capabilities for those experiments,
the tunnel is capable of rotating the test section up to±90° and provides full optical access
on both sides as well as on top, allowing for multiple cameras to view the drop at various
angles. These cameras remain static relative to the test section because the speckle shift
measurements rely on the camera lens being the exact same distance from the surface in
the control image and subsequent test images. The tunnel also allows for different floor
pieces so different materials of variable roughness can be tested. The following sections
will present the tunnel design by Schmucker (2012) and the modifications made on the
tunnel to allow for stereoscopic camera measurements.
The base of the wind tunnel is constructed using aluminum T-slot framing and sup-
ports the motor, optics, and test section as shown in Figure 2.1. The aluminium framing
forms a triangular base with vibration dampers on all four legs to minimize outside vi-
brations from the tunnel. Steel brackets and bolts are used to secure the framing at each
frame intersection. Rotary bearings hold the tiltable platform that supports the test section
and camera mounts. The tilted platform is connected below the bearing level to keep the
axis of rotation directly through the test section. This minimizes drop movement during
rotation, which could cause premature run back.
The wind tunnel itself is made almost entirely from 0.25-inch-thick machined acrylic
panels. The clear walls allow optical access to the entire test section as well as being light,
durable, and cost efficient. The tunnel inlet has a cross section 1 inch tall by 8 inches
wide and immediately passes through a honeycomb structure with a length-to-diameter
10
Figure 2.1: Wind tunnel rendering (Schmucker and White 2007)
ratio of four to smooth and properly orient the entering flow. Just after the honeycomb
are two metal screens with a 65% open area and a separation of 3.5 inches. The screen
openings are smaller than the honeycombs and work to move any turbulent flow to smaller
scales which dissipate faster. The tunnel contracts through a 10-inch-long acrylic section
reducing the area by a factor of four before reaching the test section with final dimensions
1 inch tall by 2 inches wide. The test section is 10 inches-long. The surface sample is 2
inches long by 1 inch wide and is placed in the center of the test section flush with the
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surrounding acrylic floor. This surface sample can be replaced by removing the acrylic
floor of the tunnel. The roughness sample used in this work was a sandblasted aluminum
block. The sample was measured by a Mituyo SJ-400 roughness tester and has an average
roughness of 2.80 µm with a maximum roughness height of 14.3 µm.
Downstream of the test section, the flow is pulled through a small-angle diffuser that
prevents any separation from propagating upstream. At the end of the diffuser is an 80 mm
Delta axial vaned fan running on a 12 V power supply. The speed of the fan is controlled
using a National Instruments USB-6211 data acquisition device and drives the pressure
drop that pulls the flow through the tunnel. The flow velocity is measured using two
pressure ports just before and after the contraction. The pressure difference between the
two straight tunnel sections is measured using an MKS Baratron Type 266A differential
capacitive manometer. The measurement error of the system is provided by the manu-
facturer and is 0.3% of the given pressure readings. Schmucker and White (2012) used
a pitot tube to calibrate the tunnel speeds to pressure differences. A proportional gain
feedback loop takes the pressure readings from the data acquisition device and maintains
a constant velocity in the tunnel.
The tilting plate has 1/4 − 20 tapped holes on a 1-inch spacing for mounting a top
and side view camera in view of the test section as shown in Figure 2.2. The cameras
used by both Schmucker and White (2007) and in this experiment were two Pixelink
PL-B741U with a resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels. The cameras are grayscale with an
adjustable shutter speed. An 18-108 mm Nikon zoom lens is attached to each camera
with a minimum focal length of six inches. To accommodate two steroscopic cameras
in this work, a separate camera mount was built using the same T-slot framing as the
tunnel base. The cameras are bolted into separate frames that are secured inside one of
the aluminum slots. This allows two degrees of freedom: translation along the flow-wise
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direction and tilt angle. The cameras be tilted between 5° and 45°, with the lower limit
being the result of physical interference between the two camera lenses. The ends of the
aluminum T-slot are capped to prevent camera damage in case of slippage. Figure 2.2
shows the stereoscopic camera setup during data capture.
Figure 2.2: Photograph of the wind tunnel with cameras titled at ±13°
The standard procedure for capturing a drop in the tunnel is as follows. A LabView
script takes the live video feed from the two cameras and displays them on the computer
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monitor. A drop is placed with a syringe in the center of the cameras’ field of view.
A second LabView script controls the wind tunnel parameters and takes simultaneous
images from both cameras. Each pair of images is saved along with the tunnel parameters
such as flow velocity at the time of the photos. After the desired drop shape has been
imaged, any remaining liquid is carefully wiped away with a microfiber cloth. A final
control image is taken for both cameras to be used in the speckle analysis later. If the
cameras were moved or changed magnification to fit the drop, a scale image is taken at
the end of the experiment. A ruler is placed in the tunnel and is imaged by both cameras
to determine the pixel to inch scale for both the advancing and receding cameras.
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3. DROP INTERFACE SHAPE MEASUREMENTS
The drop interface measurements developed in this research are a modification of the
method developed by Schmucker and White (2007). Instead of one camera oriented nor-
mal to the surface, two steroscopic cameras are placed in line with the flow, one angled
from the advancing side and one angled from the receding side. The rough surface is illu-
minated by a white light source to create a surface speckle pattern and images are taken of
the surface with and without the drop present. The method consists of finding the contact
line, creating a reconstruction grid, measuring the deformation of the speckle field caused
by the refraction though the drop surface, and, finally, reconstructing the drop profile us-
ing a simplex optimization method. The method from Schmucker and White (2007) found
significant error between the predicted advancing contact angle and measured advancing
contact angle above 50° and below 25°. Between 25° and 50° over 60% of the measured
contact angles had below 5° error. Outside of the middle range, however, the average
error increased dramatically. Receding contact angles below 30° were more likely to be
overestimated while advancing contact angles larger than 50° became significantly un-
derestimated. Advancing angles larger than 60° were not able to be captured at all. The
main objective of this work is to develop an improved drop reconstruction method that
can more accurately measure drop contact angles above 50° while maintaining equal or
better measurement accuracy for contact angles less than 50°. The following sections
will describe the steps of the stereoscopic camera drop reconstruction method in detail,




A key design consideration for constructing any optical measurement is selecting the
proper light source and test surface. In this work, the light source must illuminate all
areas of the drop without overexposure and create a speckle pattern when reflected from
the sandblasted aluminum roughness samples.
Schmucker and White (2007) used a Helium-Neon laser to produce speckled images.
Laser light is often used in speckled imaging as the collimated light from a coherent beam
produces a speckled pattern from even slight surface roughness. The only requirement of
the roughness is that the variations in surface height is larger than the wavelength of the
laser (Briers 2007). The laser light hits the surface and reflects back to the camera lens but,
due to the rough surface, the exact distance traveled from the laser source to the camera is
slightly different at each point in the image. This causes a change in the phase of the beam
which, when summed together on a camera’s photosensor, creates areas of constructive
and destructive interference. Laser speckle is highly sensitive to the initial conditions and
any variations in the testing conditions can prevent the correlation of speckled patterns.
The speckled pattern seen by the camera is dependent on the surface, the light source, and
the viewing platform. Schmucker and White (2007) used a laser with a DC power source
to eliminate any variations in the light source, but any movement of the camera such as
vibrations caused by wind tunnel movement could affect the quality of the correlation.
Speckled images can also be captured using white light. While incoherent light
sources do not produce the same speckled pattern produced by lasers, the resulting speckle
fields are similar. Surface roughness features that are larger than the light’s wavelengths
create areas of light and dark pixels on an image that are spatially dependent and ran-
dom. Schmucker and White (2012) used white light to capture speckle images as the
laser illuminated data was more difficult to capture and did not produce higher quality
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results.
Laser light was reconsidered in this work as the focused beam of laser light is very
intense and could potentially increase the depth of focus of the camera lenses by reducing
the required aperture diameter. Laser light also significantly reduces the reflection created
by the light source reflecting off the drop interface. As there are advantages and disad-
vantages to each light source, laser light and white light speckle images were taken for
the aluminum plated described above to determine which light source would be best for
a stereoscopic experiment. A 5 mW 523 nm laser was used to test laser illumination for
speckled images. Figure 3.1 below shows the laser creating a speckle pattern on the rough
aluminum surface. The distinct areas of light and dark have very high contrast. Even with
the camera aperture nearly closed, the bright peaks may oversaturate the image.
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Figure 3.1: Sample drop (above) and control (below) images with laser illumination
Image oversaturation occurs when too much light hits the photosensor of the camera
and the pixel intensity is captured as the maximum value. For an 8-bit grayscale image
there are 256 intensity levels ranging from pure black with a value of zero to full white
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with a value of 255. When the aperture is too large and the photosensor is flooded with
light many of the pixels are assigned a value of 255. Conversely undersaturation occurs
when not enough light is present and the image is too dark. The image correlation tech-
niques explained below use the intensity values to determine pixel shifts. If the image is
oversaturated too many pixels have the same intensity value. This hampers the ability of
the correlation algorithms to relate the two images. Figure 3.2 shows a histogram of the
drop image from Figure 3.1. The image is heavily oversaturated as the number of pure
white pixels is an order of magnitude larger than any intermediate pixel level. Oversat-
uration cannot be fixed using image processing techniques as there is no data to extract
even after balancing the image intensities histogram. Instead, it must be avoided prior to
the image capture by decreasing the aperture or reducing the light intensity.
Laser light was found to be too difficult to balance for a wide range of drop images.
Often, reducing the aperture to remove oversaturation reduced the amount of light cap-
tured around the edges of the drop. The edge region is particularly challenging because
the light refracting nearest the edges of the drop experiences increased internal reflection
which lowers the intensity of the reflected light significantly.
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of laser illuminated drop image from Figure 3.1
Coming to the same conclusion as Schmucker and White (2012) from a different
approach, white light was chosen to be the light source for the this work. White LEDs
do not create the same high-contrast patterns as laser light, but the the surface roughness
creates relatively lighter and darker areas as shown in Figure 3.3. White light also allows
for multiple light sources to be used, as the grainy speckle pattern does not require a
collimated light source to form. The light source used in Figure 3.3 was an LED ring
light comprised of several discrete diodes.
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Figure 3.3: Sample drop (top) and control (below) images with white light illumination.
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Figure 3.4 shows the histogram of the drop image from Figure 3.3. The histogram
shows no oversaturated pixels and very few pure black pixels. The overwhelming ma-
jority of pixels in the image have an intensity value between 0 and 255, so every image
subregion in the image can be successfully correlated with the surrounding pixels. Com-
pared to the histogram in Figure 3.2, the laser light gives a more even distribution of
pixel intensities than white light. However for the purposes of this experiment, avoiding
saturated pixel intensities is more important than the overall distribution of intensities.
Figure 3.4: Histogram of white light illuminated drop image from Figure 3.3.
The main drawback of using a white light source is the specular reflection of the light
source from the surface of the drop. If the light source is not diffused over a large enough
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area or placed too close to the drop surface, the image will include the reflection of the
light source as a bright spot. This reflection comes from the air/water interface and not
the aluminum surface so only occurs in the drop images, not the control images. This can
lead to issues correlating the surface speckle patterns between the two images.
Figure 3.5 shows the calculated z-direction speckle shift for a drop with three large
areas of specular reflection. The data is lost not only at the pixels directly covered by re-
flections but also in the surrounding areas. The image subsample radius is set to 33 pixels,
so any pixel within 66 pixels of a reflection may be unusable in the drop shift reconstruc-
tion methods. The reflection error is not unique to white light as laser light sources also
show reflections off the drop surface, however the laser beam diameter is on the order of
millimeters wide. This creates a much smaller area of specular reflection that can largely
be ignored. To fix this issue, a larger LED panel was used with a light diffuser. By spread-
ing the light source over a larger area, the average reflection intensity was reduced and
does not oversaturate the underlying pixels. This allows the image correlation methods to
match the speckle patterns as the pixel intensity variations are captured accurately.
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Figure 3.5: Sample z-direction speckle shift with specular surface reflection
3.2 Image Capturing
After choosing white light as a light source, the next experimental decision was to
chose camera tilt angles. The tilt angle θc is defined from the vertical with θc = 0 corre-
sponding to the camera image plane parallel to the test surface. When the camera lens is
angled from the receding side of the drop (uphill or upstream) θc is defined as positive.
Conversely, θc is negative when tilted from downhill (or downstream) on the advancing
side. For a setup with only a single camera, such as the work done by Schmucker and
White (2007), a single camera with θc = 0 was used exclusively.
The maximum possible value for θc is limited by the requirement that both inclined
cameras be able to observe the entire contact line. This limited the maximum tilt angle
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to 20°. This limit is also enforced by depth of focus considerations. When θc = 0°,
the camera can focus on the entire surface because the image plane is parallel to the test
surface. When the camera is tilted, however, it is not always possible to have the entire
drop in focus as it must be for successful speckle shift measurements.
The depth of focus of an optical system is the distance measured along the optical
axis in which good focus can be achieved. In practical terms, it determines the range of
distances the object in focus needs to stay within to remain in focus. The depth of focus
is affected by the camera aperture diameter. As the aperture is closed the depth of focus is
increased but less light is allowed into the camera. A delicate balance is formed between
increasing the depth of focus while passing through enough light to properly view the
speckle pattern. As mentioned previously, laser illumination was considered due to the
intensity of the light allowing for a very small aperture. However, the increase in image
quality using laser illumination was not significant enough to be useful. Scheimpflug
adaptors can be used to align the image plane with the surface when cameras are inclined.
But, by limiting the camera angles to small angles, these are not needed.
To select an optimum θc, images were taken for drops ranging from 50 to 200 µL
and tilt angles from 0° to 20°. As shown in Figure 3.6 the depth of focus of the image
begins to reach the edges of the drop when θc = ±15° and by θc = 20° parts of the
drop are no longer in focus. To accommodate the largest possible θc, the cameras were
adjusted to just focus on the advancing half of the drop or on the receding half. As long as
the cameras have overlapping areas of focus in the center of the drop the reconstruction
method has enough data to function properly. If the contact line is out of focus, however,
the edge detection method can break down and the contact line cannot be guaranteed to
be correct. This can be mitigated through manual correction, as described below for the
case of θc = θr. Ultimately, tilt angles of ±13° were chosen as the optimal configuration
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to avoid that issue. A slight decrease from the maximum allowable tilt angle gives some
margin of error for drops that exceed the limits of the tested drops.
Figure 3.6: Sample drop imaged at various camera tilt angles.
3.3 Drop Reconstruction
3.3.1 Contact Line Detection
Once speckle images are collected, drop reconstruction analysis can begin. The first
step is to find the contact line between the drop and surface. The accuracy of the contact
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line is paramount as previous studies, such as Milne and Amirfazli (2009) and Dussan V.
and Chow (1983), relate drop pinning force to contact line evolution as well as contact
angle hysteresis. There are many varying approaches to edge detection in images, in-
cluding pixel intensity gradients and variations. However, for speckled images, gradients
change rapidly everywhere so a more specialized technique is required. The image could
be blurred with a Gaussian kernel, but with blurring such large, discrete noise caused by
the surface roughness the fidelity of the estimated edge is not guaranteed. Instead, the
present method follows the steps outlined in Schmucker and White (2007) by subtracting
the drop image from the control image to determine the contact line. The camera remains
stationary between photos, so any difference in pixel intensities arises from the drop’s
presence. The image subtraction is then thresholded into a binary image based on the
pixel intensity histogram, where a value of 1 represents a drop is present in that pixel and
0 being there is not a drop. The threshold value is not perfect because reflections created
by the drop liquid can lead to false positives outside of the drop contact line.
A series of morphological opening filters scripted in Matlab are used on the binarized
image to remove noise. An opening filter removes small objects from the foreground
of a binarized image (value 1) and places them in the background (value 0). The first
filter uses an ‘island’ structuring element which removes (set to 0) any value 1 pixels
that are isolated from other value 1 pixels. This is from the assumption that the noise
will be small and separate from the drop. A ring of 30 pixels across is sampled around
each drop pixel and, if no other value 1 pixels are found in the ring, the sample pixel is
determined to be noise. The process is repeated for a ring of 15 pixels across to remove
smaller clusters of noise that may be in close proximity to one another. The final filter
uses a square structuring element to remove any noise touching the drop profile itself.
The morphological filters result in a binary image of only drop pixels. The edges of the
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image are taken as (x, z) points and the resulting line is locally smoothed with a 5-point
moving average. The final contact line is given in pixel coordinates and can be plotted on
the original drop image as seen in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Sample drop image with calculated contact line
A potential issue occurs when the receding camera tilt angle exactly matches the slope
of the drop at the receding contact edge. As shown in Equation 3.5 the pixel shift vector
measured between the control image and the drop image is a function of the drop normal
direction at that location. When a camera is tilted in the stereoscopic measurements,
the angle the camera makes with the vertical can equal the receding contact angle. In
this situation, the pixels are not shifted by the presence of the drop because the optical
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axis is aligned with the interface normal direction. The contact line detection methods
determine any pixels with zero shift to be background surface pixels. For Schmucker
and White (2007) zero shift points occured at the drop apex inside the drop perimeter and
hole-filling procedures or outermost edge segmentation finds the drop contact line without
issue. However, if the drop slope at the contact line equals the camera tilt angle, as seen
in Figure 3.8, the edge detection algorithm fails and a portion of the contact line is lost.
While this is not common, larger drops and drops near deppining can have a receding
contact angles between 10° and 20°. To remedy this issue, a manual selection tool was
implemented. A few points (2 to 5) are selected along the contact line where the edge
detection algorithm fails and those points are treated as known drop locations. The edge
segmentation method is then able to fully capture the drop shape as normal.
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Figure 3.8: Drop with a receding contact angle close to θc.
The contact line is separately calculated for the advancing and receding cameras using
the steps outlined above. Then, to relate the separate contact lines to each other, the four
extrema are used: smallest x, smallest z, largest x, and largest z coordinates and the
images are scaled to match these points. Figure 3.9 shows the calculated contact lines
scaled in the streamwise x direction. As shown, the edge detection algorithm captures the
same drop shape with both cameras regardless of camera angle.
The four scaling points must be visible to both cameras. Imaging a drop with an
increasing contact angle hysteresis there is a point where the advancing contact angle
becomes too large and obscures the position of the contact edge. This critical angle is
relative to the camera tilt angle θc by θA = 90°−θc. It may be more useful to find the
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maximum allowable camera tilt angle from the expected maximum advancing contact
angle. The target range for stereoscopic camera measurements was determined to be for
drops with less than 70° advancing contact angles, which allows up to 20° of allowable
advancing camera tilt. For this experiment the limiting factor in determining camera
tilt angle was not contact edge visibility rather the limits of keeping the drop in focus.
A chosen camera tilt angle of ±13° allows the setup to effectively capture drops with
advancing contact angles of up to 76.5°.
Figure 3.9: Advancing and receding contact lines scaled in x direction.
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The drop contact line is used to map the advancing and receding cameras to each
other, but each camera must then be calibrated to the physical domain. The calculations
for the drop profile are performed in pixel coordinates, while the drop profiles must be
returned in physical dimensions. Stereoscopic camera measurements in different fields
often use a reference grid to calibrate the two cameras. Images are taken of a 2D surface,
usually a black and white checkerboard pattern with known measurements, and a physical
relationship is calculated between the two cameras. As many stereoscopic cameras are
used in computer vision applications, the images are processed in real time and therefore
require the calibration to be performed in advance of the image processing. The cameras
must also stay static relative to each other from that point forward in the experiment when
using a calibration grid which is cumbersome with the amount of minute adjustments
made to the framing, zoom, and focus of the cameras during drop experiments. For this
research images of a ruler are taken with both the advancing and receding cameras after
each run is completed. Scale markers are identified manually and a pixel-to-inch scale is
stored for the remainder of the data processing. By taking the calibration images at the
end of each experiment, the camera configuration is guaranteed to match the drop and
calibration images exactly.
3.3.2 Speckle Shift Measurement
After the drop contact line is located, analysis of the speckle patterns inside the drop
begins. These shifts are a function of the interface height and slope and are the key
input data of drop shape reconstruction. Schmucker and White (2007) measured−→s (x, z),
the speckle shift field, using a cross-correlation method between the control and drop
images. Square subregions were taken from the drop image around grid points x and z
and correlations between the grayscale pixel intensities f(x, z) in the chosen subregion
and subregions in the control image. The correlation coefficient, which describes how
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well the two subregions match is
Cc =
∑





where the subscripts c and d correspond to the control and drop images, respectively. The
average grayscale pixel values in the subregions are f̄ . The (i, j) subscripts represent the
grid nodes that map the inner area of the drop. By subtracting from the average intensity,
the effect of differences in total brightness between the two images is reduced. This is
necessary as the speckle pattern when refracted through the drop interface has a slightly
lower average intensity due to luminance lost to internal reflection. The loss in refracted
intensity is exponential approaching the edge of the drop, which may make it harder
to analyze subregions near the contact line where the brightness variations may not be
uniform. The correlation coefficient was computed for each potential shift between the
two images. Schmucker and White (2007) achieved sub-pixel accuracy using a Gaussian
distribution about the lowest correlation point.
Figure 3.10: Speckle field deformation
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For the present work an open-source correlation code was used instead of locally de-
veloped software. The program is NCorr, an open source Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
program developed by Blaber et al. (2015). NCorr has been thoroughly tested and is na-
tively interfaced in Matlab so easily integrates with the rest of the image processing meth-
ods. Structural DIC measurements, for which NCorr was created, utilize artificial speckle
patterns on solid materials to measure in plane strains using speckle shift measurements.
Although the refraction through a water drop is different, the image correlation methods
are the same. NCorr starts by taking a rectangular subwindow of pixels about the drop
and only calculates shift measurements for pixels inside. This significantly reduces the
calculation time by ignoring areas of the image with only background pixels. It is also
possible to use the binary drop area image from the edge detection procedure as a subwin-
dow to minimize computation time, but this risks missing pixels very near the contact line
due to the smoothing of the drop edge. Then a seed point is input to the program GUI.
The seed point acts as an initial guess for the shift vector of surrounding pixels, and so is
the only pixel in the analysis to not have an informed guess on the shift field (Blaber et al.,
2015). The process described below is performed for the seed point, and if no converged
shift value is found the process fails and a new seed is selected. The seed is often in the
center of the drop where the pixel shifts are smallest to minimize the number of iterations
required to converge on a solution. The seed is selected in the center for Figure 3.11 and,
as the subregion only deforms slightly, only 13 iterations are needed for convergence.
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Figure 3.11: Seed placement and initial calculation
As the shift field is continuous, not every pixel in the drop area is calculated over. A
sampling frequency, usually every third pixel, is used to speed up the computation without
compromising the fidelity of the results. Pixels adjacent to the seed point are chosen first
using an adjacent pixel shift as an initial guess for the shift vector. The initial guess is
then input into an inverse compositional Gauss-Newton optimizer method. The optimizer
solves for the pixel shifts, u and v, but also the pixel gradients du/dx, du/dx, du/dx
and dv/dz (Blaber et al., 2015). The pixel gradients deform the subregion to best fit
the deformed speckle field as shown in Figure 3.10 above. Up to one hundred Gauss-
Newton iterations can be performed per pixel but, for the majority of drop images, fifty
iterations is sufficient. The iteration count can be increased after manual inspection of the
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shift deformation field reveals an incorrect solution. The process repeats until all sampled
pixels in the image have solutions. The final resulting shift field is shown in Figure 3.12
below. Scalar shift components u and v are shown separately, together they comprise the
shift vector field −→s (x, z).
Figure 3.12: Shift vector components in u (left) and v (right). Contour color scale is
pixels of displacement
In addition to the −→s (x, z) results, NCorr provides correlation scores that measure
of how closely the pixel intensities from the undeformed subregion in the control image
match the pixel intensities from the deformed subregion in the drop image. An example
of the correlation scores for a completed DIC analysis is shown below in Figure 3.13,
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scaled from 0 to 2.5. Different from the usual definition of correlation score given above,
lower scores correspond to a higher confidence in the accuracy of the calculated shift
vector. Scores greater than 1.5 are likely to be spurious and scores greater than 2 are
almost guaranteed to be spurious. It is important to note that the correlation score is
not an estimation of the measurement error, but a rather a measure of confidence in the
accuracy of the answer. Figure 3.13 also shows how two cameras capturing different data
sets over the same drop is beneficial, as often grid locations that are not correlated well
(or at all) in one image are captured with confidence in the other. This usually occurs near
the contact line where the surface slope is large and image contrast is lowest.
Figure 3.13: Scaled correlation scores for both advancing (left) and receding (right) shift
measurements
The shift vectors output by the DIC process are not always correct. The erroneous
shift vectors can hamper the reconstruction. This is especially true around the very edges
of the contact line where the speckle pattern is barely visible, as the measured shifts at a
few locations can change direction implying an inflection point in the drop profile which
cannot be physical. To remove the spurious vectors from the data, each (u, v) pair is
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compared to the magnitude of the vectors surrounding it and the direction of the other
shifts along the same grid line. Measured data is flagged as a potential outlier if either
the magnitude or direction is greater than one standard deviation away from the average
of the surrounding vectors along the same grid line. This process can potentially have
a high false positive rate for flagging data, especially for highly-forced drops with large
changes in surface slope. However with two cameras each gathering DIC data over the
drop, there exists more than enough data to complete the reconstruction even when some
non-spurious shift vectors are removed.
3.3.3 Grid Generation
Drop reconstruction is performed using a set of basis functions defined on the unit
disk. To enable this, the drop perimeter must be mapped to the unit circle and interior
points to points in the unit disk. This is done using a set of radial/circumferential grid
lines on the unit disk that are mapped to physical (x, z) coordinates. To begin, the center
of the grid is defined. The drop area center can be used but, for drops with non-circular
contact lines, the optimal grid center is usually not the centroid. Instead, mapping the
center of the grid to the tallest point on the drop provides a strong initial guess of the drop
profile which minimizes the optimization effort required to converge on the correct drop
solution.
Using a single overhead camera, Schmucker and White (2007) found the drop apex
in a straightforward way. Equation 1.2 for the shift vector −→s (x, z) with no camera tilt
depends on the tan−1(∇y). At the highest point on the drop the surface slope is zero, and
so the shift vector is zero as well. The grid center location is simply the location of the
smallest shift vector in the drop area. When the camera is tilted the process of finding
the grid center becomes more difficult. As the cameras are tilted, there is still a measured
shift when the surface slope becomes zero there. Therefore, to find the drop apex, the
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shift vector fields of both the advancing and receding images are added together. If the
two camera angles are equal and opposite, the shift vectors at the apex will be equal and
opposite so the minimum of the summed shift vector field is chosen to be the grid center.
Figure 3.14 below shows the advancing and receding shift fields and resultant sum of the
advancing and receding shift vectors. The center of the grid is marked with the yellow
square.
Once the grid center is located, an initial algebraic grid is generated using a set of
straight radial lines in (x, z) space, evenly spaced in the circumferential direction. A
set of J circumferential lines cross the radial lines at fixed fractions of the radial lines’
lengths. The last of these lines j = J is the drop’s contact line. The center is j = 0.
Working from the algebraic grid, an elliptic grid is generated. The elliptic grid retains the
center point and radial line intersections with the contact line of the original algebraic grid.
However, the elliptic grid requires that the radial and circumferential lines are mutually
perpendicular is (x.z) space as they are in the unit disk. This is particularly useful as
the contact line where the contact angle is defined in the direction perpendicular to the
contact line.
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Figure 3.14: Sum (bottom) of advancing (top) and receding (middle) shift vector fields
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Figure 3.15: Grid shown with computational domain and algebraic grid.





where ζ and η are the grid coordinates in the computational domain and x(ζ, η) and
z(ζ, η) are the grid coordinates in the spacial (image) domain. Laplace’s equation must be
inverted because x(ζ, η) and z(ζ, η) are the desired results in the computational domain.
The transformation from the physical to computational space results in:
αxζζ − 2βxζη + γxηη = 0




α = x2η + z
2
η
β = xζxη + zζzη




Both expressions from Equation 3.3 are solved simultaneously using an iterative nu-
merical method. A converged elliptic grid is shown in Figure 3.16 below. Even with an
irregularly shaped drop, as desired the grid lines are mutually perpendicular to the contact
line and are evenly spaced in the radial direction.
Figure 3.16: Converged elliptic grid superimposed on advancing drop image.
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3.3.4 Calculating Reconstructed Speckle Shifts
With an assumed drop profile and the shift vectors extracted from the DIC analysis,
the reconstruction process can begin. Candidate drop profiles, specified as y(x, z) drop
heights, compare what their shift vectors would be to the measured shift vector field for
both the advancing and receding images simultaneously. This allows an optimization
procedure to minimize the error between the shift fields by changing the y(x, z) points.
However this requires a complex ray tracing analysis to calculate the shift vector field
from a candidate profile.
When no water drop is present, the ray from a surface point −→p reaches the inclined
camera along ray −→u 0. This vector is parallel to the camera’s axis, which is a function




c , 0, θ
z




c are defined as a
positive rotation about the z and x axis respectively. Note that previously θc = θxc as the z
component is very small and only influences the ray tracing calculations. The vector that
describes the camera’s axis is −→u 0 and is found by rotating the vertical camera axis by θxc
and θzc .
When a drop covers point −→p , the ray that reaches the camera travels along ray −→u p,
refracts across the inclined interface at point −→x = (x, y, z), then continues to the camera
along refracted ray −→u r that is parallel to −→u 0. From the perspective of the camera, the ray
−→u r appears to have originated at surface point−→a and to have traveled along ray−→u a from
the surface. That is, the speckle pattern on the surface at point −→p appears to shift by −→s
to point −→a .
Refraction is governed by Snell’s law so nwater sin θ1 = nair sin θ2 where nwater and
nair are the refractive indices of water and air, θ1 is the angle between the surface normal
vector −→n , and −→u p and θ2 is the angle between −→n and −→u r that must be parallel to −→u 0 to
be captured by the camera. The interface normal vector is −→n = (−δy/δx, 1,−δy/δz).
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The refraction problem is complex because the interface can be inclined in both the
x and z directions. This means the angles θ1 and θ2 are not measured in the plane of the
figure. When ray −→u p refracts across the interface, the refracted ray −→u r must lie in the
plane defined by −→u p and −→n . This constraint is expressed as ûr · (ûp × n̂) = 0. The
magnitudes of these vectors are irrelevant because the right-hand side is zero. Thus, −→u r
can be replaced with û0. Rearranging, this yields −→u p ·
−→
b = 0 where
−→
b = û0 ×−→n .
The essence of the reconstruction method is to specify a camera inclination angle
that sets −→u 0 as a function of the camera inclination angle to measure −→s (−→p ), a field
of speckle-shift vectors originating from every point −→p inside the drop contact line. This
data is used to calculate the interface shape, y(x, z). This is a generalization of the method
introduced by Schmucker and White (2007) that allows for non-zero θc values and the
advantages this introduces. However, a complexity introduced by this generalization is
that the point −→x on the interface through which ray refracts is not directly above point
−→a so care must be taken to associate the correct data with points. Furthermore, the ray
diagram cannot be drawn in a single plane for an arbitrary interface slope and this requires
careful consideration of the constraint that refraction occur within the plane defined by
b̂ = û0 × n̂.
The key questions is: "For a particular −→p and corresponding −→s , what is −→x =
(x, y, z)?" The three components of−→x represent three unknowns but these can be quickly
reduced to one. The −→a vector is known because −→a = −→p + −→s . The interface po-
sition is given by −→x = −→a + −→u a. The apparent ray vector −→u a is parallel to −→u 0 so
−→u a = (1 − tan
−→
θc )y. The −→x components are not known independently but can be
specified as a function of the interface height y. That is, there is only one unknown in
corresponding to a particular and measurement.
The unknown interface height might be resolved using ray geometry. Ray −→u p has
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components (up, y, wp) and −→u p = −→s = −→u a . Considering components reveals up =
sx − tan θxc y and wp = sz − tan θzcy where sx and sz are the x and z components of −→s .
That is, −→u p is also a function of the key unknown, y.
Snell’s law and the planar refraction constraint might be used to find y. The angles in
Snell’s law are generated using cos θ1 = ûp · n̂ and cos θ2 = û0 · n̂ where replacing −→
withˆsignifies a unit-length vector in the same direction as the original vector. Again, the
refraction must remain in the plane normal to b̂ = û0×n̂ so−→u p · b̂ = 0. In these equations,
the interface slopes δy/δx and δy/δz are two additional unknowns in −→n . That is, Snell’s
law and the planar refraction requirement are two additional constraints but introduce two
additional unknowns. The problem cannot be closed so an inverse approach is needed.
Figure 3.17 below shows the path the rays
Figure 3.17: Speckle Shift Ray Tracing Diagram.
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Interface reconstruction using an inverse method consists of specifying a candidate
interface shape y(x, z) and using that shape to calculate and the corresponding −→s (−→p )
vector fields. This approach can succeed because the candidate interface shape also spec-
ifies the refraction location−→x = (x, y, z) and derivatives δy/δx and δy/δz that are needed
for refraction calculations. The up andwp components of−→u p = [up, y, wp] are found from
the relations −→u p · b̂ = 0 and cos θ1 = ûp · n̂.
As an algorithm.
1. Find the normal vector−→n = [−δy/δx, 1,−δy/δz] from the assumed drop interface
y(x, z)
2. Find the camera inclination vector −→u 0
3. From steps 1 and 2 find cos θ2 = û0 · n̂
4. Solve the system of equations for the up and wp components of −→u p = [up, y, wp]
using the equations−→u p · b̂ = 0 and cos θ1 = ûp ·n̂ being careful of when unit vectors
are needed
5. Using −→u p calculate −→s = −→u p −−→u a
This process is repeated for every grid node in the drop area and results in a shift
vector field for the assumed interface shape y(x, z). The shift vectors −→s (−→p ) are then
compared to the vectors found by the DIC program.
Solving the non-linear system of equations for−→u p over hundreds of grid nodes is com-
putationally expensive especially when repeated in an optimization loop. A simplification
can be made to increase computation speed by making the assumption that the points −→x
and −→a are directly above each other, that is −→u a = [0, 1, 0]. This significantly simplifies
the problem and allows for an approach similar to Schmucker and White (2007). A beam
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of light is traced through the air-water interface as it approaches an inclined camera lens
as shown in Figure 3.17 above. Again the rays of light are traced from the surface without
a drop present, −→u 0, and with the drop present, −→u r. The drop normal is now defined by
the surface height gradient,∇y = (dy/dx, dy/dz), and makes the angle θ1 = tan−1(∇y)
from the vertical. This simplification allows using Snell’s law to easily find θ2 from the
assumed drop shape y(x, z). Subtracting the surface normal angle from the camera tilt an-
gle θc gives the angle ray −→u p must take to reach the camera lens. From this the estimated
shift vector can be found by
−→s (x, z) =
−y sin(tan−1 |∇y|)) + sin−1( nair
nwater
sin(θc − tan−1(|∇y|)))− θc)






When the camera angle θc = 0 Equation 3.5 reduces to Equation 1.2. This assumption
is very close to the correct shift measurement as the x and z components of the−→u a vector
are often very small. As described below, the estimated shift vectors found in Equation
3.5 are a useful tool in accelerating convergence for the more correct non-linear solution.
3.3.5 Profile Reconstruction using Basis Functions
The reconstruction method relies on a representation of the drop height valid any-
where in the drop surface. As discussed above, the assumed drop solution y(x, z) must
also define the drop normal vector at every location as well. Schmucker and White (2007)
do this using in a series of Fourier-Bessel functions and the same approach is used here. A
summation of periodic functions provide a simple and workable basis for drop shape re-
construction with several inherent advantages. Firstly, by defining the drop radius as one
period the contact line boundary condition of drop height y = 0 is automatically satisfied.
The Fourier-Bessel modes are always smooth and differentiable, as all physical drop pro-
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files are. Finally, and most importantly, the dimensionality of the reconstruction problem
is reduced significantly. Instead of finding the drop height at each grid node, the drop pro-
file can be represented by amplitude coefficients of basis functions. The Bessel functions




m=−M A−m,nJ−m(αm,nj/J) exp 2πimk/K,
where Am,n is the complex-valued amplitude, αm,n is the nth real root of the mth-order
Bessel function of the first kind, Jm. (Note that Jm is not to be confused with J , the total
number of radial points on the elliptic grid). Asm can be negative, the Bessel functions of
a negative order are related to the positive order functions by J−m = (−1)mJm. For y to
be real-valued it is required that A−m,n = (−1)mĀm,n where the bar denotes the complex
conjugate. Combining these two expression yields A−m,nJ−m = Ām,nJm.
The basis functions can represent any drop shape with enough modes, however to
minimize the amount of mode shapes needed a spherical cap mode is added as a ’0th’
order mode. The cap mode is often the largest mode in the reconstruction as many drops
are generally spherical in nature and the basis functions can fine tune the resulting profile.
The spherical cap is represented by a single coefficient ASC and the final expression for
the drop height is
y(j, k) = Rmax(
√








where Rmax is a constant defined as half of the length of the drop. Rmax scales the spher-
ical cap mode from the unit circle to pixel coordinates. Along with the spherical cap
mode coefficient ASC , the coefficients used to represent the drop shape are the complex
amplitudes Am,n. A standard drop profile reconstruction used M = 3 and N = 3, giv-
ing 10 total unknown coefficients. However as each amplitude is complex, the real and
imaginary parts of the amplitude are handled separately giving 16 separate variables that
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represent the drop shape. (Note the M = 0 Bessel amplitudes and the spherical cap
coefficient ASC are not complex).
3.4 Optimization
The basis functions and spherical cap mode amplitudes are determined using a non-
linear optimizer. The algorithm searches over the design space to find an acceptable value
for each coefficient. As with most frequency models, the most important coefficients are
usually the lowest order modes the first Bessel mode J0 and the spherical cap mode ASC .
The J0 Bessel coefficient is generally negative which decreases the height of the spherical
cap mode but increases the contact angles. This is due to the Bessel function of the 0th
kind being positively valued at 0, unlike any succeeding orders.
The optimization scheme used in this research was the Nelder-Mead method, also
known as the downhill simplex method (Nelder and Mead, 1965). This numerical solver
was selected as the derivatives of the objective function are unknown and the design
space is N dimensional, where N is the number of real-valued Bessel and spherical cap
coefficients used in the reconstruction. The Nelder-Mead method is a heuristic search
and uses the geometric concept of a simplex, which is a polytope shape with N + 1
vertices in N dimensions. The objective function required for the algorithm may be non
linear but must vary smoothly, which the error function χ2 in Equation 3.6 below. The
algorithm starts with the first vertex, an initial guess of the drop profile, which is the J0
Bessel coefficient and the ASC and small random non-zero components for the rest of the
coefficients. By starting with the largest contributors to the drop shape, a physical solution
is generally found sooner as the resulting drop profiles usually result in the spherical cap
mode and J0 Bessel mode dominating the other Bessel modes.
The Nelder-Mead method is efficient and does not add randomness into the design
variables. However, the algorithm may converge to a sub-optimal solution. Without
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adding random degeneracy, which allows for movement in the design space against the
steepest descent, the simplex may not search the entire design space. Schmucker and
White (2007) modified the Nelder-Mead method with simulated annealing, adding ran-
dom variations into components to reduce the chances of becoming stuck in a local min-
ima like the pure downhill simplex does. While adding randomness is effective, the result
of the optimization may not the same every time the optimization algorithm is run. To
prevent the downhill simplex scheme from getting stuck while minimizing the random-
ness in the solution, the optimization procedure is run several different times with varying
initial conditions and selecting the single best solution from the multiple converged so-
lutions. The initial conditions chosen correspond to the ’standard’ drop shapes found for
various experiments. The optimization method does not require the initial guess to be
close to the true solution. But, starting the simplex method with a vertex near to the drop
shape accelerates convergence.
After generating an initial set of vertices, the optimizer evaluates their objective func-






The error function is minimized by decreasing the differences between the measured and
reconstructed shift vectors. The measured shift vectors are taken from the DIC output and
bi-linearly interpolated at each grid location.
The value of the error function depends on a penalty factor ν and a weighting function
µ(j, k). Harsh penalties are applied via large values of ν for any reconstruction with non-
physical solutions, such as negative heights. The values of the weighting function µ(j, k)
at each grid location are to prioritize certain grid nodes while decreasing the importance
of others. One of the criteria used for weights are the correlation coefficient of the DIC re-
construction, increasing µ(j, k) for nodes with strong correlations and decreasing µ(j, k)
for nodes with potentially spurious ones.
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To find −→s reconstructed, the shift vectors created from the guessed basis functions, both
the non-linear and simplified equations are used. The Nelder-Mead optimization method
requires many evaluations of the objective function. As mentioned previously, solving for
the components of −→u p requires solving of a non-linear system of equations numerically
for each grid node in both drop images which can be very time consuming. To speed up
the process, the Nelder-Mead optimizer is run to convergence using the simplified Equa-
tion 3.5 for the reconstructed shift vectors. Then, the converged verticies of the simplex
are re-input to another optimization loop using the non-linear solution for −→s reconstructed.
This greatly speeds up the convergence of the optimization method as the differences
between the estimated shift field and true shift field are generally very small.
3.5 Force measurements
The final step in the reconstruction process is to extract the drop pinning force from
the solution profile. Recalling Equation 1.1, the integral for the total pinning force on a
drop is a function of the surface tension, γ, the direction vector n̂, and the contact angle




cos θin̂iδs is solved numerically, with each
radial grid line having a direction and contact angle. The direction vectors result from the
elliptic grid and are always perpendicular to the contact line. They are found numerically
at each radial grid line from the inverse tangent of the grid coordinates. The contact angle
for each radial grid line is calculated in the same way from the drop height. Finally the
arc length δs is the distance between the circumferential grid coordinates.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Drop Reconstruction Example
After a reconstruction is completed, the resulting drop profile can be used to study
drop evolution, pinning force, runback, and more. To show this, the results of a single
drop reconstruction is shown. The drop in Figure 4.1 below is 150 µL and is tilted at
10°. This drop was chosen as an example as the advancing contact angle is approximately
60°, 10° larger than the limit of the single camera method by Schmucker and White
(2007). The receding contact angle is approximately 41°, giving a relatively large contact
angle hysteresis of 19° which precludes it from any current analytical solutions. The
advancing camera was tilted to
−→
θ c = [−13°,−2°]. and the receding camera the inverse
at
−→
θ c = [13°,−2°].
Figure 4.1: 150 µL drop tilted at 10° (advancing side camera image)
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Figure 4.1 shows the advancing side image of the 150 µL drop. The DIC analysis
is shown below for both the advancing and receding cameras. The specular reflection is
present but slight and does not effect the results,
Figure 4.2: DIC shift vectors for the advancing (top) and receding (bottom) cameras.
With the shift vectors measured, the center of the grid is found from the sum of the
advancing and receding shift fields as seen in Figure 4.3. The center is selected to be
very near the apex of the drop, where the added shift vectors becomes zero. Note that as
both cameras were tilted in the negative z direction, the shift vectors in the z direction
do not cancel out at the drop height, accounting for the slight movement in the center z
coordinate.
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Figure 4.3: Grid center location with summation of advancing and receding shift vectors.
The elliptic grid is shown in Figure 4.4 projected onto the advancing drop image. The
80 radial grid lines curve to create right angles with the drop contact line while keeping
equal spacing between the 15 circumferential lines.
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Figure 4.4: Elliptic grid projected onto drop image.
The initial optimization was done using the simplified calculation approach using 3
radial and 3 circumferential modes (M = N = 3). The simplex optimization scheme
converged in 155 iterations taking approximately 5 minutes. Then, the output amplitude
coefficients were used as the inputs to the second simplex optimizer using the full non-
linear equations for the shift vectors. The second run verified convergence in 4 iterations
which required approximately 5 minutes. Figure 4.5 below shows the pixel difference be-
tween the shift vectors calculated by the linear simplification and the non-linear solution
for the final converged drop profile. As shown, there is very little difference between the
linear assumption and true solution as the shift vectors range from 0 to 35 pixels, some-
times even more. However small, the sub-pixel differences between the two solutions
can appreciably impact the overall reconstruction and so implementing the non-linear
solution is crucial for correct reconstructions. Especially as an increase in drop slope in-
creases the error between the solutions, which happens at the edges of the drop where the
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reconstruction is most critical.
Figure 4.5: Difference between linear and non-linear shift vector calculations.
The full reconstruction is shown below in Figure 4.6, projected onto the drop image.
The overall goal of the entire work is shown below with a 3D drop profile calculated from
a 2D speckle image. To convert to physical dimensions the scale images are used, as
shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: 3D drop profile projected onto speckled drop image.
Figure 4.7: Scale image example.
Table 4.1 below shows the optimized Bessel amplitudes for the optimized solution.
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N=1 N=2 N=3
M=0 -71.7103 0.2795 0.7382
M=1 0.2588 + 0.4803i 0.7416 - 0.6090i 0.4859 + 0.2534i
M=2 0.2648 + 0.7489i 0.2678 + 0.2729i 0.4733 + 0.3489i
Table 4.1: Optimized Amplitude Coefficients
The A(0,1) amplitude is shown to be significantly larger than any other amplitude coeffi-
cient. The large negative amplitude flattens out the spherical cap mode, decreasing the
maximum height in the middle while increasing the contact angles at the edges. The op-
timized solutions often result in the A(0,1) amplitude coefficient being one to two orders
of magnitude larger than the other coefficients. The spherical cap mode has a coefficient
of 0.4124, which seems small. However, recalling the ASC coefficient ranges from 0 to
1 this is not the case. The spherical cap mode is scaled by the average drop radius Rmax.
For this drop Rmax = 448.3, resulting in the ASC coefficient being the dominant value in
the reconstruction, even more so than A(0,1).
After the reconstruction is completed, it is important to know how well the calculated
3D profile matches the physical drop. This is difficult because there is not a drop so-
lution benchmark. Instead, to evaluate the accuracy of the measurement technique the
reconstructed profile is compared to several known properties of the drop. Sideview pro-
file images, drop volumes, and wind tunnel tilt angles are all quantities that are captured
during an experiment but are not required for the reconstruction. These are used as com-
parison targets for assessing the reconstructed drop accuracy. Sideview profiles give a
strong indication to the correctness of the solution. However, as mentioned previously,
2D measurements are not sufficient in determining the drop shape. Combining the side-
view profile with the known values of the drop volume and applied gravitational forcing
a more complete picture of the drop correctness.
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These parameters were chosen for several reasons to assess the correctness of the
reconstructions. Firstly, as they are separate measurements and not inputs to the recon-
struction there is no risk towards biasing the results towards the known solutions. The
three metrics together also provide a unique solution for a drop profile. While two drops
with the same volume tilted at the same angle could look wildly different from one an-
other, drops with the same height, contact angle hysteresis, volume, and under the same
loading are going to be extremely similar if not the exact same. Finally, the drop vol-
ume and contact angle error can directly be compared to the results for the single camera
reconstruction method from Schmucker et al. (2012).
Showing the projection of the 2D reconstructed profile onto the sideview image yields
both qualitative and quantitative comparisons. To start, the reconstruction needs to be
projected onto the sideview image. The furthest uphill and downhill points were found
for the sideview drop images, as well as the drop apex. A 2D slice is taken out of the 3D
reconstruction from the smallest x coordinate to the largest. This 2D profile is projected
onto the sideview image, matching the marked uphill and downhill points to the smallest
and largest x coordinates. This qualitatively compares the reconstructed drop shape to the
sideview image while quantitatively compares the advancing and receding contact angles
and drop height. This comparison is shown in Figure 4.8 and is clearly very good.
The sideview image also gives the advancing and receding contact angles of the drop.
Correct contact angles are the key to predicting drop stability and as such the measured
contact angles are the most important results. As there is no known correct solution to
compare the contact angles to, the 2D hysteresis is used as a marker for solution accuracy.
The calculated minimum and maximum contact angles are compared to the measured ad-
vancing and receding contact angles from the sideview image. This is shown for the
150 µL drop in Figure 4.8 below. The advancing contact angle error was -4.2° while the
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receding contact angle error was 0.6°. Comparing to the single camera results, the recon-
structed angles are well within the given error limits of 2° and -7° given in Schmucker
et al. (2012). Notably, the contact angle is nearly 60° and this exceeds the measurement
capability of the single camera method.
Figure 4.8: Sideview image of 150 µL drop with contact angles marked.
Another measure of correctness is comparing the predicted height of the reconstruc-
tion to the measured height from the sideview. The highest point on the reconstructed
profile, often the grid center but not always, is compared to the tallest point on the side-
view image. The scale used in the sideview projection is used to compare the differences
between them. For the 150 µL the reconstructed height was 2.316 mm compared to the
measured height of 2.397 mm from the sideview camera. This gives a measurement error
of 0.08 mm or 3.5%.
Moving away from the 2D sideview image, the drop volume is a strong indication of
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the correctness of the 3D solution. The volume is measured to the nearest µL with the
syringe used to apply the drop and is one of the only known properties of the drop. The
volume of the reconstruction is found by integrating the basis functions and the spherical
cap mode at each grid location. For the 150 µL drop above the calculated drop volume
was 148.2 µL, or a -1.2 % error. The very small error supports the correctness of the
reconstruction while showing significant improvement over the single camera method.
Schmucker et al. (2012) found a consistent volume error of -10% to -30% for all drops.
The stereoscopic camera method provides significantly more accurate volume reconstruc-
tions.
The final, and most important, output of the reconstruction is the predicted pinning
force. The pinning force is key to drop stability experiments and, as such, the stereo-
scopic reconstruction method should be able to better estimate the force than 2D hys-
teresis calculations. The pinning force is calculated from the integral given in Equation
1.1 evaluated numerically at each grid location as described in Chapter 3. The resulting
force measurements are given in Newtons using the calibration images to relate the pixel
measurements to meters. To evaluate the accuracy of the force reconstruction, the calcu-
lated pinning force is compared to the applied gravitational forcing. As there is no other
outside forcing terms the pinning force equals the gravitational force. The applied gravity
force is given by the expression Fg = −ρgV sin(θ) where ρ is the density of water, g is
the gravitational acceleration, V is the applied drop volume, and θ is the tilt of the wind
tunnel. The applied drop volume is known to ± 1 µL and the wind tunnel tilt angle is
known to± 0.05 ° while the other terms are constants of the system. For the 150 µL drop
above the calculated pinning force was 2.43 ×10−4N compared to the applied forcing
of 2.55 ×10−4N , -4.60 % of the applied gravitational forcing. The discrepancy between
the reconstructed pinning force and the applied pinning force is most likely due to the
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advancing contact angle error. The contact angle distribution is given in Figure 4.9 below.
Note that the starting position, 0 radians, is the furthest grid node towards the right hand
side and is approximately the advancing contact angle.
Figure 4.9: Reconstructed drop contact angle measured counter-clockwise around the
contact line.
4.2 Error Analysis
To give a larger representation of how well the stereoscopic reconstruction captures
the drop profiles, full 3D reconstructions were performed for 16 drops ranging from 50 µL
to 200 µL at various tilt angles. The advancing and receding cameras were set to (±13°,
-2°) for all drops. The advancing contact angle, receding contact angle, apex height, vol-
ume, and pinning force were measured for each drop. These parameters were compared to
the known values from the experiment to assess the accuracy of the stereoscopic method.
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The sideview image of each drop was used to calculate the 2D contact angles and drop
height.
The average errors and standard deviations of those errors can directly be compared
to the work by Schmucker et al. (2012), which measures over 200 drops using the single
camera method and compares the measured errors. This is an excellent source of compar-
ison between the single and stereoscopic camera speckle shift reconstruction methods. As
shown below, the stereoscopic camera method either decreases the average error or better
centers the error about 0 % for all tested parameters. It is important to note that some of
the drops tested by Schmucker et al. (2012) were under mixed wind-gravitational forcing
while the drops tested in this work were only under gravitational forcing.
The first measured parameter, predicted drop height, has no published results from
the single camera method to compare the error to. However the calculated height error is
a strong indication of how well the center of the drop is reconstructed, in the same way
that the contact angles are representative of the edges of the drop. The average percent
error of the height measurements taken is 0.2% of the true drop height with a standard
deviation of 5.5 %.
The more important measure from the sideview images are the advancing and re-
ceding contact angles. Figure 4.10 shows the difference between the measured and the
calculated contact angles for the performed reconstructions. The measured angles from
the sideview images ranged from 22° to 73°. The stereoscopic reconstruction was able
to capture the contact angles with an average error of -0.65° and a standard deviation of
2.6°, maintaining 90% of the reconstructed angles within ± 5°.
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Figure 4.10: Contact Angle Error (°) vs Contact Angle (°)
It can also be useful to look at the difference between the advancing vs receding
contact angle error. There is no difference in procedure between for calculating the two
angles, however the advancing contact angles are larger, leading to larger error. This idea
is furthered by the reconstructed angle error trending towards larger, negative errors as
the contact angle increases. The average error of advancing contact angles is -1.9° with
a standard deviation of 3.2° as compared to the average error of only 0.2° and standard
deviation of 2.0° for receding contact angles. The same negative trend is found even
when comparing the percent error of the advancing contact angles, accounting for the
larger angle magnitudes. This is consistent with the findings of Schmucker et al. (2012),
though with lesser magnitudes.
Comparing these results to those of the single camera method, Schmucker et al. (2012)
found 68% of their measured contact angles to be within the limits of -6.9° and 2.0° with a
maximum error of -20°. Error increased substantially as the contact angles increased over
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50°. The present work found 68% of measured contact angles to be within -3.4° and 2.0°
for contact angles up to 70° using the stereoscopic reconstruction method. The largest
contact angle error measurement was -7.5° from a measured contact angle of 74°. This
was above 70°, the target upper bound of the reconstruction method. The stereoscopic
method also reduced the negative angle bias significantly, from the average measurement
error of -3° for the single camera method to -0.7° for the stereoscopic method. This is
largely due to removing large negative errors at higher contact angles and allows for more
accurate predictions to be made from the measurement data.
It is important to note that this work used only gravitational forcing and a significantly
smaller number of the drop samples for measurements than Schmucker et al. (2012).
However, the high maximum angle error from the single camera method at higher ad-
vancing angles was not an outlier; many measurement errors were above 10° or even 15°.
This demonstrates the stereoscopic method is at least more accurate at measuring all con-
tact angles than the single camera method developed by Schmucker and White (2007) and
significantly more accurate when capturing contact angles of greater than 50°.
The other measure of accuracy that can be directly compared to the single camera
method is the reconstructed drop volume. The volume is calculated from the numeri-
cal integration of the basis functions and spherical cap mode. The average volume er-
ror was -0.9% with a standard deviation of 8.5%. The single camera method found al-
most all of their reconstructions to be within -10% and -30% of the applied drop volume
Schmucker et al. (2012). The stereoscopic method has a similar wide variance in volume
measurement error but the error is centered about zero instead of a strong negative bias.
This, along with over half of the measured drops having volume errors between ±6%,
shows that the stereoscopic method predicts the drop volume better than the single cam-
era method by Schmucker et al. (2012). The higher variance is due to the optimization
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method not solving for the volume directly. The drop reconstruction can be improved
with an additional input to the optimization method of a known drop volume, however
the reconstruction method is designed to not require volume measurements. There is no
correlation between volume error and angle error, however height error and volume error
are often tied together. This is not always the case however as sometimes the drop shape
deforms to fit the drop height and contact angles increasing the volume error dramatically.
Figure 4.11 shows the volume error vs volume applied.
Figure 4.11: Volume % Error vs Applied Volume
The pinning force is known exactly from the applied drop volume and tunnel tilt angle.
The forcing measurements made from the stereoscopic camera reconstruction are capable
of predicting drop pinning forces with an average error of 14.3%. However it may be more
useful to use the drop reconstruction to predict the applied tilt angle θ. The calculated tilt
angle vs applied tilt angle is shown below in Figure 4.12. The stereoscopic reconstruction
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method found the average predicted angle error to be -0.17° with a standard deviation of
1.13°.
Figure 4.12: Calculated Tilt Angle vs Applied Tilt Angle
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents a modified procedure for reconstructing drop profiles and eval-
uates the accuracy of that method. Drop depinning is of interest for a wide range of
applications, from heat exchangers and fuel cells to ice accretion on aircraft. The un-
derstanding of when drops remain stationary or run back along the surface is critical in
predicting the overall behavior of a larger system such as an airfoil in icing conditions.
The pinning force is a function of the drop contact line shape and contact angles the drop
makes with the surface so the measurement technique presented here is needed to better
understand these phenomena.
The research presented here is a modification of the single camera speckle shift recon-
struction method developed by Schmucker and White (2007). While the original mea-
surement technique used a single camera directly parallel to the test surface, this work
expanded that and used two cameras pointed at oblique angles. This approach mitigates
the total internal reflection Schmucker and White found around the edges of drops with
large contact angles. The critical viewing angle for a water-air interface is 55° and the
refracted luminance decreases as that limit is approached. This limitation led to signifi-
cant errors in the reconstructed contact angles for drops with measured contact angles of
above 50°.
The technique presented in this research takes two sets of images, one for each cam-
era. These images capture the speckled pattern created by the rough surface with a drop
present and without, allowing a Digital Image Correlation code to measure the shift vec-
tors of each pixel in the drop image. The drop shape is represented as a sum of a spherical
cap and Bessel–Fourier series modes calculated over nodes of an elliptic grid constructed
within the detected contact line. A simplex optimization method is applied to find the drop
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shape by minimizing the difference between the shift vector field of the reconstructed drop
shape and the measured vector field.
The stereoscopic reconstruction method captures the contact angles and drop volume
more accurately than the single camera method by Schmucker and White (2007). The
stereoscopic camera approach also allows a wider range of drops to be measured, increas-
ing the maximum allowable contact angle from 50° to 70°. The single camera method
found 68% of their measured contact angles to be within the limits of -6.9° and 2.0° with
a maximum error of over 20°. This error increased as the contact angles measured in-
creased over 50°. This work using stereoscopic cameras found 68% of their measured
contact angles to be within the limits of -3.4° and 2.0° for contact angles up to 70°. The
largest contact angle error measurement was -6.7° from a measured angle of 73°. The
stereoscopic method also reduced the negative angle bias significantly. Previously, the
average measurement error was -3° for the single camera method as compared to -0.7°
for the stereoscopic method. The stereoscopic method also captures the maximum drop
height to within ±5.5% for 68% of drops and predicts the pinning force with an average
error of 14.3%.
The main challenges in adapting the single camera method to a stereoscopic recon-
struction method were optimizing using two data sets and the complex ray tracing re-
quired to accurately represent the drop shapes. The simplex optimization method and
most other optimization algorithms are designed for a single non-linear objective function.
The stereoscopic reconstruction uses a combination of two related but separate non-linear
objective functions which can be difficult to converge on a correct solution. This can be
mitigated with multiple restarts and weighting functions, however this greatly increases
the computational cost. The objective function requires a system of non-linear equations
to be solved for every grid point for two full drop areas. The solution to this problem used
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in this work is to estimate of the objective function with a simplified equation that is com-
putationally cheap. This provides a very close solution which is then optimized to con-
vergence with the computationally expensive full objective function. Starting with a very
close approximation significantly accelerates convergence and cuts down on computation
time. This solution produces an good reconstruction with a relatively short computational
time, however is not guaranteed to be the most optimal solution.
Future studies continuing the stereoscopic reconstruction method could expand this
work for mixed gravity and wind forcing. This could be further expanded into studies of
drop drop depinning following the work by Schmucker (2012). Furthermore, the results
generated are most likely specific to this particular setup. Future studies on drop stability
thresholds should be based on experiments which match the expected conditions, such as
ice build up. Further work is required to make broad statements about drop stability and
the ability to measure full 3D profiles on all rough surfaces. The research presented in this
thesis is an adaptation and modification of speckle shift reconstruction method for calcu-
lating full 3D drop profiles. This work expands the workable contact angle limits while
decreasing average error when compared to the single camera method by Schmucker and
White (2007) across a number of comparable parameters.
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